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PROCESSING JUVENILES IN LATE SUMMER (July 16, 1997) 
 
a.  Net locations, net hours.--  Our nets are at their traditional sites, so we can compare captures across 
years.  It is essential that we record net hours and trap hours in order to have an index of between-year 
differences in effort expended.  If catching is really slow, we may expand to GCR or BK. 
 
b.  Measurements to be taken.--  Please measure wing, tail, tarsus, mass, fat class, tail white, condition, 
molt, and pox.  Note NM for no molt, NP for no pox so we can be sure you looked.  If the bird has any 
molt or has pox, please turn to the separate sheets designed in 1996 by Steve Hudman and record details.  
Measurements of molt are MOST important on J/N birds because their exact age is known.   
 
 Bleed each newly captured bird for DNA (i.e., 15-20 ul) so we can sex them. (same methods as 
nestlings)  We may take some plasma samples too - more on that later 
 
 Based on bird's plumage and whether it was previously banded, determine its age as N/J (junco 
banded as a nestling, caught as a juvenile) or J (caught for first time as juvenile). 
 
 Based on bird's wing length and tail white, determine its sex as male or female.  Beware, juvenile 
wings are more easily injured than adult wings.  You still need to flatten them, but you also need to be 
especially gentle during handling.  If flattened wing is 80 or greater, treat as male; if wing is 78 or less, 
treat as female. By this we mean, put the silver band on the right for males, left for females. For the 79s 
and 80s, look to the tail white.  If the third rectrix from the outside has little to no white (0, 0.1), treat as 
female, if it has white (0.2 or more), treat as male.  Do the best you can.  Indicate uncertainty on your 
banding sheet, e.g., 'female ?'   
  
 Note:  these guidelines assume that your wings are as long as Val's and Zig's.  If they are not then 
take this into consideration, e.g., if your wing measurements are short, then treat all 80s as male rather 
than all 81s and weigh the decision with 78s and 79s, etc.  If we misband a male as a female, then all next 
year we will be mislead by the silver on the left foot. 
  
 You all should continue to make a conscious effort to confirm that your methods are identical to 
those of others, e.g. measure each other's birds, calibrate an object of known mass against one another's 
pesola balances,  fat class the same bird independently, then compare.  These calibration steps are very 
important, please do not overlook them and repeat them periodically. Val and Zig should be considered 
the standards because they have contributed data for the longest time. 
 
c.  Other things to note.--  Take great care not to repeat color combinations.  Schedules have been 
prepared by Erin. 
 
 If you do anything to harm a bird, thus altering the likelihood that it will be caught again (e.g., 
sprained wing or, worse yet, a broken heel) record this on the banding sheet!! 
. 
 Please continue to follow the guidelines about putting new captures on separate banding sheets 
from recaptures and keeping juveniles separate from adults.  
 
 It is also important to continue to record all encounters with birds on the banding sheets, even if 
the encounter is recorded in some other way.  That is, if a bird is bled, then that fact is noted on a bleeding 
sheet, but that does not relieve one from the responsibility of recording the encounter on a banding sheet. 
 



d.  Entering data.--  Please enter all captures into Excel and please do so in timely way.  If you do it as 
you go, it's not a burden. If you put it off, then it's tedious and there is competition for the computers.   
 
e.  Tracking?.--  If Tom agrees and someone want to try it, we might burn a transmitter or two following 
juvs around. 
 
f.  Thank you.  Everyone has done a splendid job this year. 
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